This article presents a novel optimizing compiler for general purpose computation on graphics processing units (GPGPU). It addresses two major challenges of developing high performance GPGPU programs: effective utilization of GPU memory hierarchy and judicious management of parallelism. The input to our compiler is a naïve GPU kernel function, which is functionally correct but without any consideration for performance optimization. The compiler generates two kernels, one optimized for global memories and the other for texture memories. The proposed compilation process is effective for both AMD/ATI and NVIDIA GPUs. The experiments show that our optimized code achieves very high performance, either superior or very close to highly fine-tuned libraries.
INTRODUCTION
The high computational power and affordability of state-of-art graphics processing units (GPU) have made them the first widely accessible parallel computers with teraflops capability. To fully realize the power of general purpose computation on graphics processing units (GPGPU) or GPU computing, two key issues need to be considered carefully: (1) how to parallelize an application into concurrent work items and distribute the workloads in a hierarchy of thread blocks and threads and (2) how to efficiently utilize the GPU memory hierarchy, given its dominant impact on performance. As these two issues are usually coupled together and finding an optimal tradeoff between different levels of parallelism and memory optimizations requires detailed understanding of GPU hardware, developing high performance GPGPU programs remains challenging for application developers. Furthermore, different GPUs (e.g., AMD/ATI GPUs vs. NVIDIA GPUs) may have significantly different hardware features and even the GPUs from the same vendor (e.g., NVIDIA GTX480 vs. GTX285) have quite different characteristics due to the fast evolution of GPU hardware architectures. This fact makes the code developed and tuned for one GPU (e.g., NVIDIA GTX 285) less optimal for a different one (e.g., NVIDIA GTX 480). Our envisioned solution to these problems is to simplify the GPU hardware abstraction model for programmers. Instead of exposing hardware details such as shared memory, thread hierarchy, caches, we propose a GPU hardware abstraction as an array of independent processors connected to the off-chip memory. This way, we encourage application developers to focus on extracting fine-grain thread-level parallelism and/or data-level parallelism from their application algorithms. An optimizing compiler, on the other hand, will perform hardware-specific low-level performance optimizations.
Our compiler works as follows. The input is a naïve GPU kernel function, which is developed based on our simplified GPU hardware abstraction model. The naïve kernel is functionally correct but does not include any device-specific performance optimizations. Such a kernel function represents the user-identified fine-grain work items that can run concurrently. A typical example of a fine-grain work item is the computation of single data element in the output domain and very often it corresponds to single outer-loop iteration in the CPU code. The compiler analyzes the naïve kernel and generates two kernels, one optimized for global memories and the other for texture memories. For the global memory version, the compiler checks the off-chip memory access patterns, and optimizes the memory accesses through vectorization and coalescing to achieve high data access bandwidth. For the texture memory version, the compiler uses aggressive vectorization to exploit the bandwidth provided by texture caches. Then the compiler analyzes data dependencies and identifies possible data sharing across threads and thread blocks. Based on data sharing patterns, the compiler intelligently merges threads and/or thread-blocks to improve memory reuse through the register file, the on-chip shared memory, and the texture cache. These merges provide a novel way to achieve loop tiling and unrolling by aggregating fine-grain work items into threads and thread blocks. Additionally, the compiler schedules the code to enable data prefetching so as to overlap computation with memory access latencies. To avoid partition camping [Ruetsch and Micikevicius 2009] (i.e., to distribute memory traffic evenly across memory partitions), thread blocks are checked for their memory accesses and depending on the thread block dimensions, either an address offset is inserted or the block identifiers (ids) are remapped, if necessary. The compiler also performs hardware-specific tuning based on hardware parameters such as the register file size, the shared memory size, and the number of cores in the target GPU.
Besides the aggressive compiler optimizations, another distinguishing feature of our compiler is that the optimized code is reasonably understandable compared to the code generated using algebraic frameworks such as polyhedral models [Pouchet et al. 2007] . As a result, it is relatively easy to reason about the optimized code generated by our compiler, which facilitates algorithm-level exploration.
In our experiments, we use the compiler to optimize 10 scientific and image processing functions for different GPUs, including NVIDIA GTX 285, NVIDIA GTX 480 and AMD/ATI HD 5870. The experimental results show that our optimized code can achieve very high performance, either superior or very close to the NVIDIA CUBLAS 3.2 library and up to 62X over the naïve implementation on NVIDIA GTX 285, up to 12X on NVIDIA GTX 480 and up to 87X over AMD/ATI HD 5870.
In summary, our work makes the following contributions.
(1) We propose a compiler for GPGPU programming that enables the application developers to focus on algorithm-level issues rather than low-level hardware-specific performance optimizations. (2) We propose a set of new compiler optimization techniques to improve memory access bandwidth, to effectively leverage on-chip memory resource (register file, shared memory, and texture cache) for data sharing, and to eliminate partition conflicts. (3) Our compiler generates two versions of the code with one optimized for global memory and the other for texture memory. To our knowledge, our compiler is the first to perform code optimizations to automatically utilize texture memory for GPGPU. (4) We show that the proposed optimizing compiler is highly effective for different GPUs and the programs optimized by our compiler achieve very high performance, often superior to manually optimized codes.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a brief background on the GPGPU programming model including NVIDIA CUDA [NVIDIA 2010] and OpenCL [OpenCL] and then highlight key requirements for high performance GPU computation. In Section 3, we present our proposed optimizing compiler in detail. Section 4 explores the design space of our propose optimizations. Case studies of matrix multiplication and matrix-vector multiplication are presented in Section 5 to illustrate the compilation process for global memory and texture memory, respectively. The experimental methodology and results are presented in Section 6. In Section 7, we highlight the limitations of the proposed compiler. Related work is discussed in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 concludes our article and discusses future work.
BACKGROUND
State-of-the-art GPUs employ many-core architectures. The on-chip processors cores are organized in a hierarchical manner. In the NVIDIA GT200/GF100 architecture, a GPU has a number of streaming multiprocessors (SMs) (30 SMs in a GTX 285 and 15 SMs in a GTX 480) and each SM contains multiple streaming processors (SPs) (8 in a GTX 285, 32 in a GTX 480). AMD/ATI HD 5870 GPU has similar architecture and has 20 SIMD engines (i.e., SMs). Each SIMD has 16 stream cores (i.e., SPs). The on-chip memory resources include register files (64kB per SM in GTX 285, 128kB per SM in GTX 480, and 256kB per SIMD in HD 5870), shared memory (16kB per SM on GTX 285, 16kB or 48kB on GTX 480 depending on configuration, and 32kB per SIMD in HD 5870), and caches for different memory regions. To hide the long off-chip memory access latency, these GPUs support a high number of threads to run concurrently. These threads follow the single-program multiple-data (SPMD) program execution model. They are grouped in 32-thread warps/64-thread wavefronts with each warp/wavefront being executed in the single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD) manner. According to the CUDA programming guide [NVIDIA 2010] and ATI Stream SDK OpenCL Programming Guide [AMD 2011] , each warp/wavefront contains threads of consecutive, increasing thread ids. In a typical 2D/3D execution domain, the threads in a warp (if not at the boundary) have increasing thread ids along the X direction, and the same thread ids along the Y and Z directions.
In the CUDA/OpenCL programming model, the code to be executed by GPUs is the kernel functions. All the threads (called work items in OpenCL) will run the same kernel code with different thread ids to determine their workloads. The software architecture also defines the concept of a thread block/workgroup as an aggregation of threads which must be executed in the same SM and the threads in the same thread block can communicate with each other through the shared memory on the SM.
Next, we summarize the key aspects for high performance GPGPU code as they are the main focus of our proposed compiler optimizations.
(1) Global memory access bandwidth. To utilize the global memory bandwidth efficiently, memory accesses need to be coalesced and each data item may need to be a vector type, depending on specific GPU hardware. Memory coalescing refers to the requirement that the accesses from 16 consecutive threads in a warp (i.e., a half warp) can be coalesced into a single memory access. According to CUDA programming guide [NVIDIA 2010] , for devices of compute capability 1.0 and 1.1 (e.g., GTX 8800), the accesses from threads in a half warp must be consecutive and aligned. For devices of compute capability 1.2 and 1.3 (e.g., GTX285), these accesses do not need to be consecutive but still need to be aligned. For devices of compute capability 2.0 (e.g., GTX480), the L1 data cache is used to reduce the requirement on coalescing. AMD/ATI HD5870 has the similar requirement to GTX285. In this article, we use the requirements for coalescing based on compute capability 1.2 and 1.3 and show that the devices of compute capability 2.0 (i.e., GTX480) also benefits from coalescing. We refer to such a coalesced aligned region as a coalesced segment.
If each memory access is of the type 'float', each segment starts from an address which is a multiple of 64 bytes, and has the size of 64 bytes. The memory bandwidth utilization may be significantly improved when each of coalesced memory accesses is of a vector data type, such as float2 (a vector of two float numbers) and float4 (a vector of four float numbers). We use a simple copy kernel with one-dimension thread blocks to quantify the impact of vector data types on memory bandwidth. For AMD/ATI HD 5870, the sustained bandwidth reaches 112GB/s, 148GB/s, and 150GB/s when accessing 128MB data using the float, float2, and float4 data types, respectively. In comparison, for the same data transmission on NVIDIA GTX 285, the sustained bandwidth is 128GB/s, 133GB/s, and 106GB/s using the float, float2, and float4 data types, respectively. On NVIDIA GTX 480, the sustained bandwidth is 145GB/s, 146GB/s, and 145GB/s using the float, float2, and float4 data types, respectively. (2) Texture memory access bandwidth. Both AMD/ATI and NVIDIA GPUs have onchip caches for texture memory. Our micro benchmarks, in which each thread reads the its texture data multiple times to compensate the effect of cold misses, show the texture cache on HD5870 has higher bandwidth (1250GB/s) than its on-chip shared memory, called local data share (992GB/s). In comparison, GTX 480 has lower bandwidth (336GB/s) than its shared memory (1223GB/s). On GTX 285 the texture cache bandwidth is 310GB/s and shared memory bandwidth is 1011GB/s. The advantage of texture memories is that texture memory accesses do not need to be coalesced since texture caches will be checked before accessing the off-chip texture memory. Therefore, the key to performance is to hit in texture caches as often as possible rather than memory coalescing. (3) Shared memory. The common usage of shared memory is a software-managed cache for memory reuse. Although it has low access latencies, shared memory is slower than register files and has certain overheads beyond access latency. First it needs to be synchronized to ensure proper access order among the threads in a thread block. Second, the shared memory has a number of banks to achieve high bandwidth, and bank conflicts can impair the performance. (4) Balanced resource usage. As multiple threads in the same thread block and multiple thread blocks compete for limited resources in an SM, including the register file, Checking data dependencies and sharing patterns (3.4) Vectorization (section 3.1) Fig. 1 . The framework of the proposed compiler.
the shared memory, and the number of the thread contexts being supported in hardware, we need to carefully balance parallelism and memory optimizations. (5) Off-chip memory partitions. In current GPUs, off-chip memory is divided into multiple partitions. There are 6 and 8 partitions in NVIDIA GTX 480 and AMD/ATI HD5870/NVIDIA GTX 285, respectively, and the partition width is 256 bytes. To use the partitions effectively, the memory traffic should be evenly distributed among all the partitions. Otherwise, the requests may be queued up at some partitions while others are idle. This is referred to as partition camping [Ruetsch and Micikevicius 2009] or partition conflicts, which are similar to bank conflicts at shared memory but incur much higher performance penalties. Since concurrent memory requests are issued on a per half-warp basis from all active thread blocks, partition conflicts happen across different thread blocks.
Note that the key performance issues just listed are not unique to current GPUs. Future many-core architectures will probably use similar approaches to achieve high memory bandwidth (i.e., coalescing, multiple memory partitions) and to reduce memory access latency (i.e., on-chip cache or shared memory). So, the proposed compiler optimizations are expected to be relevant beyond the scope of GPGPU.
AN OPTIMIZING GPGPU COMPILER
Our proposed compiler framework is shown in Figure 1 . The input to our compiler is a naïve GPU kernel function developed using our simplified GPU hardware abstraction model. The naïve kernel is functionally correct, but does not include any device-specific performance optimizations. For many scientific computing and media processing functions, the naïve version is the code to compute one element/pixel in the output matrix/image. Typically such code is straightforward to extract from the sequential CPU code. One common example is the loop body of a heavily executed loop. In such a case, the subsequent optimization steps (e.g., thread/threadblock merge) have direct correspondence to loop-level optimizations (loop unrolling and titling in particular as discussed in Section 3.5). In Figures 2(a) and 2(b), we show the sample naïve kernel functions for the matrix multiplication (mm) and matrix-vector multiplication (mv) algorithms, respectively. Each computes one element at the position (idx, idy).
In Figure 2 , idx and idy are the position/coordinate of the element in the output matrix. In the CUDA/OpenCL programming model, idy can be viewed as the absolute thread id along the Y direction, which is equal to (blockIdx.y*blockDimy + threadIdx.y) in the CUDA code and get global id(1) in OpenCL. Correspondingly, idx is the absolute thread id along the X direction, which equal to (blockIdx.x*blockDimx + threadIdx.x) in CUDA and get global id(0) in OpenCL. In comparison, the CUDA predefined threadIdx.x (get local id(0) in OpenCL) and threadIdx.y (get local id(1) in OpenCL) are the relative thread position/coordinate within a thread block and we refer to them as "tidx" and "tidy" for short. Both tidx and tidy are independent of the thread block ids.
As can be seen from the two examples, the naïve kernel functions don't have any shared memory usage and do not require thread block partition. In other words, we may simply assume every block has only one thread. All the arrays are initially in the off-chip global memory.
For applications which require synchronization among computing different output pixels, For instance, reduction operations, a global sync function is supported in the naïve kernel.
To facilitate compiler optimizations, the following (optional) information can be conveyed using the #pragma interface: the size of the input and output dimensions, and the output variable names. The latter can be used to eliminate global memory writes to temporary variables when they are moved to shared memory.
Given the naïve kernel function, the compiler generates two kernels, one optimized for global memories and the other for texture memories. For the global memory version, it takes the following steps. First, depending on the targeted GPUs, the compiler attempts to group memory accesses into vector data accesses. Second, the off-chip memory accesses are checked to see whether they satisfy the requirements for memory coalescing. If not, the code will be converted to coalesced memory accesses using shared memory as temporary storage. Third, the compiler analyzes data dependencies and sharing patterns to determine how the data are shared among the neighboring thread blocks. The data reuse information is also used to disable certain memory coalescing transformations when there is little or no data reuse. Based on data sharing patterns, the compiler merges both threads (i.e., combining several threads in different thread blocks into one) to enable the data reuse through registers and thread blocks (i.e., combining several blocks into one) to increase data reuse through shared memory. After thread/thread-block merge, the compiler schedules the code to perform data prefetching. Then, the compiler checks the memory accesses from different thread blocks for partition camping and either inserts address offsets or remaps thread block ids, if necessary. Finally, the compiler generates one optimized kernel and the parameters (i.e., the thread grid & block dimensions) to invoke the kernel function.
For the texture memory version, the compiler applies more aggressive vectorization techniques but skips the step for memory coalescing as the texture caches eliminate the need for coalesced memory accesses. As the texture memory version does not utilize the shared memory, the thread-block merge step is simplified compared to the global memory version. The rest of the steps are essentially the same as those for the global memory version, as shown in Figure 1 .
The optimization process described above can also be used as a generic methodology to guide manual optimizations of GPGPU programs. As a result, our optimized code is reasonably understandable, as will be seen in the remainder of Section 3.
Vectorization of Memory Accesses
As discussed in Section 2, the data type of memory accesses may have significant impact on bandwidth utilization. Therefore, the compiler first checks data accesses inside the kernel function to see whether they can be grouped in a vector type data access. Since different GPUs favor different vector types, the compiler follows different rules to adjust the aggressiveness of vectorization. We consider the following three types of array accesses for vectorization.
(1) if there is a pair of accesses to the same array in a thread with the indices: 2*idx+N and 2*idx+N+1, where N is an even number, the compiler generates a float2 variable f2 with array offset as idx+N/2 and replaces the original array accesses with f2.x and f2.y. We call this type of vectorization intra-thread vectorization, as shown in Figure 3 (a). One typical opportunity for intrathread vectorization is complex numbers when the real part is stored next to the imaginary part of each data element. (2) If there is one global memory access to the index: idx+N, where N is an even number, the compiler merges two neighbor threads in the X direction into one thread, generates a float2 variable f2 with the array offset as (idx+N/2) and replaces the original array accesses with f2.x and f2.y. We call this type of vectorization interthread vectorization, as shown in Figure 3 (b).
(3) If there is global memory access to the index: i+N, where N is the even number and i is a loop iterator variable with the increment being 1, the compiler unrolls the loop by 2, generates a float2 variable f2 with array offset as i/2+N/2, and replaces the original array accesses with f2.x and f2.y. We call this type of vectorization loop-based vectorization, as shown in Figure 3 (c).
The target data type of vectorization can be either float2 or float4. Due to the different impacts on bandwidth, different vectorization strategy is used for different memory types (texture vs. global) and different GPUs, as shown in Figure 4 . Our proposed vectorization is independent on conditional code in GPU kernel functions. In other words, we attempt to vectorize all the memory access statements no matter whether they are under control of a branch or not. The only limitation is that the statements to be vectorized need to be in the same basic block. For the global memory version on NVIDIA GPUs, a vector of two floats (i.e. float2) is the preferred data type. Considering that the bandwidth improvement of float2 over float is less than 3%, the compiler only applies intra-thread vectorization. The reasons are (1) inter-thread vectorization merges neighboring threads, reducing thread-level parallelism; and (2) the vectorized data accesses may not be coalesced, and when the compiler converts them into coalesced ones (Section 3.3) through shared memory, there may be bank conflicts in shared memory. For the naïve kernels in Figure 2 , the code remains the same after vectorization as there is no opportunity for intra-thread vectorization.
For AMD/ATI GPUs, due to the high impact on bandwidth, the compiler applies all three types of vectorization in order to use the float2 type for the global memory version. The reason why float2 is preferred over float4 is that float4 reduces the overall number of the threads too much and the performance difference between float2 and float4 is limited. The compiler also checks the number of reads and writes for each array to determine the priority for vectorization. For arrays with a low number of accesses, the compiler only tries to find opportunities for intra-thread vectorization. As the output arrays have a low number of accesses, the compiler only applies intrathread vectorization on them. For example, for the matrix multiplication kernel shown in Figure 2 (a), inter-thread and loop-based vectorization are used on input arrays, a and b, while only intra-thread vectorization is applied to the output array c. as shown in Figure 5 (a). Similarly, for matrix-vector multiplication, loop-based vectorization is used on the input array a and input vector b, while the accesses to the array c are not vectorized.
For the texture memory version on both AMD/ATI and NVIDIA GPUs, the target vector is float4, because these GPUs' texture units prefer 128 bits to maximize the bandwidth. In fact, the OpenCL specification only defines 128-bit data types (float4, int4 and etc) for the texture memory. Although CUDA supports float and float2 for texture memory, their performance is much lower than float4. The compiler also applies intra-thread vectorization on output arrays.
Checking Memory Coalescing
As discussed in Section 2, GPGPU employs the SPMD model and the threads in a single warp execute the kernel function in the SIMD mode. Therefore, in order to determine whether off-chip memory accesses can be coalesced, we need to compute the addresses of each memory access in the kernel function for different threads. As arrays are the most common data structure in scientific and media processing, we consider four types of array indices and affine transformations of these indices. The procedure "vectorization" shows how to make a decision of the vectorization for different cases. "vec intra thread" is the pseudocode for intrathread vectorization, "vec inter thread" is for interthread vectorization, and "vec loop unroll" is for loop-based vectorization. We only show the float2 version of vectorization, but the float4 version is similar. The function "address" calculates the address of the memory access statement using the thread id (idx) and/or loop iterator (it). For example, an indirect access a[x] where x is a value loaded from memory. As our compiler cannot determine the addresses of such indices, we simply skip them without checking whether they can be coalesced.
Among the four types of indices, the addresses corresponding to the first two are fixed for a given thread. For the third, however, we need to check different values of the loop iterator. Assuming that a loop index starts from S with increment Incr, then we need to check the index addresses from the first 16 iterations: S, S+Incr, S+2*Incr, to S+15*Incr. The reason is that the same behavior repeats for remaining iterations in terms of whether the access can be coalesced as the difference in addresses is a multiple of 16.
After determining the types of array indices in the kernel function, for each memory access instruction, the compiler computes the addresses from the 16 consecutive threads in the same warp (i.e., a half warp) to see whether they can be coalesced. As discussed in Section 2, if we assume the array type of float, the coalesced accesses will form a coalesced segment, which starts from an address, whose value is a multiple of 64, and has the size of 64 bytes. Among the addresses from the 16 threads, we refer to the smallest one as the base address. The differences between the base address and the addresses from the subsequent 15 threads are referred to as offsets. To satisfy the coalescing requirement, the base address needs to be a multiple of 64 and offsets need to be 1 to 15 words. The following two rules are used to handle common array accesses. 
Converting Noncoalesced Access into Coalesced Ones
After the compiler analyzes every array access in the kernel code, the compiler converts the noncoalesced global memory accesses into coalesced ones through shared memory. The observation here is that for each noncoalesced memory access instruction, the compiler can determine the coalesced segments that contain the data required by the noncoalesced memory accesses from the half warp. The compiler then introduces shared-memory array variables, inserts statements (coalesced memory accesses) to initialize the shared memory variables, and replaces the original global memory accesses with shared memory accesses. The thread block size is also set to 16 so that each thread block contains one half-warp. The syncthreads function is also inserted to ensure the proper access order. For array accesses using constant or predefined indices, the process is typically straightforward. , where l is the iterator of the newly introduced loop. From these examples, it can be seen that not all the data loaded in the shared memory are useful, the compiler will perform data reuse analysis (Section 3.4) to determine whether this transformation is beneficial or not. If it is not, the compiler will skip coalescing transformation on this access. In the special case where an array access involves both idx and idy, such as A [idx] [idy], the compiler analyzes the feasibility to exchange idx and idy to make it coalesced. This transformation is equivalent to loop interchange on the CPU code.
For array accesses using a loop index, A[m*i+n], where i is the loop iterator and m and n are constants, the compiler unrolls the loop for 16/(GCD(m,16)) times if m is less than or equal to 8. If m is greater than 8, the coalesced access has little benefit due to limited reuse across different iterations. Then, the compiler groups the accesses from unrolled loops into coalesced ones. For the naïve kernels in Figure 2 , the coalesced versions on NVIDIA GPUs are shown in Figure 6 . The inner loop with the iterator k is a result of unrolling the outer loop with the iterator i. In the naïve kernel in Figure 2 . In addition, the compiler will add padding to the shared memory arrays to avoid bank conflicts if necessary. The compiler also assumes that the row size of each global memory array is a multiple of 16 words so as to meet the requirement of memory coalescing. Therefore the programmers may need to add padding to global memory arrays. It is similar to the unroll pragma provided by NVIDIA and AMD compilers, which require the programmers to guarantee that the loop counter is the multiple of the unroll factor.
After memory coalescing, the kernel code generated by our compiler has the following characteristics.
(1) Each thread block has 16 consecutive threads (i.e., only a half warp) along the X direction, because 16 threads are needed by hardware to coalesce memory accesses and they communicate with each other through shared memory. The number of threads in each thread block will be expanded during the next optimization phase (Section 3.5) to make sure there are enough threads in each thread block. (2) There are two types of global memory load statements: (a) Global memory to shared memory (G2S): the statements read data from global memory and store them into the shared memory, such as (S2) in Figure 6 (a). (b) Global memory to register (G2R): the statements read data from global memory and save them to registers. On AMD/ATI GPUs, the compiler will apply vectorization on the global memory first. Therefore the data unit for memory coalescing may be float2 instead of float.
For the texture memory version on both AMD/ATI and NVIDIA GPUs, since texture memory accesses do not need to be coalesced due to texture caches, the compiler skips the steps for memory coalescing.
Data Dependencies and Data Sharing
In this step, the compiler detects data dependency and data sharing. Such analysis is similar to those used in analyzing affine array accesses for locality optimization and parallelization [Aho et al. 1986 ]. For the global memory version, as our compiler has already enforced memory coalescing by associating coalesced segments with each global memory access, the compiler can detect data sharing by comparing whether the address ranges of the segments have overlaps. For the texture memory version, data sharing is achieved through the register file and texture caches. In the applications that we studied, we found that data sharing happens most frequently among neighboring blocks along the X or Y direction. Therefore, our current compiler implementation mainly focuses on checking data sharing among neighboring thread blocks and also the thread blocks with a fixed stride along the X or Y direction.
The data sharing/reuse information is also used to determine whether the code conversion for memory coalescing is beneficial. As described in Section 3.3, shared memory is used as temporary storage to achieve memory coalescing. The data in the shared memory, however, may not be useful as they are simply loaded from off-chip memory to satisfy the coalescing requirement. [0] into a coalesced one. Currently, our complier employs a simple rule to check whether an access needs to be converted: if the loaded data in shared memory have no reuse, it is not converted. A more crafted heuristic may further rank code conversions for different accesses by comparing their shared memory usage and number of data reuses, and then select the most beneficial ones if shared memory is used up. We left such investigation as our future work to refine our compiler framework.
Thread/Thread-Block Merge to Enhance Memory Reuse
After detecting that there exists data sharing among thread blocks (mainly neighboring blocks), we propose two new techniques to enhance data sharing so as to reduce the number of memory accesses: merging thread blocks and merging threads. Thread-block merge determines the workload for each thread block while thread merge decides the workload for each thread. These two techniques combined are essentially a way to achieve loop tiling and unrolling by aggregating the fine-grain work items into threads and thread blocks. We first present the two techniques and then discuss how compiler prioritizes one over the other.
3.5.1. Thread-Block Merge. For the global memory version, when our compiler determines that multiple thread blocks share some common data, it may choose to merge them into one thread block, as shown in Figure 7 .
To illustrate the procedure to merge thread blocks, we show how our compiler combines two neighboring blocks along the X direction into one. First, the compiler recomputes the thread id information within the thread block (i.e., tid). As two thread blocks along the X direction are merged, idx, idy and tidy remain the same while tidx is recomputed as (idx%(N*blockDim.x)), where N is 2 for Figure 7 . Second, for the statements that result in data sharing, we add control flow to ensure that the global memory data are loaded only once. For the matrix multiplication example in Figure 6 (a), the statement S2 in threads from two neighboring thread blocks accesses the same segment. Therefore, we add an 'if (tidx < blockDim.x)' statement to eliminate redundant global memory accesses, as shown in Figure 8 . Third, the thread block dimension is resized (blockDim.x = 2*blockDim.x).
As thread-block merge determines the workload for each thread block and all threads in the same thread block reuse data in shared memory, it essentially achieves loop tiling for locality and parallelism optimizations.
For the texture memory versions, since they rely on the texture caches rather than shared memory for data reuse, the block merge does not change the kernel code. Instead, the compiler simply adjusts the thread block configuration to exploit data locality. We propose the following rules for thread block configuration: (a) the number of threads in a thread block is set as the warp/wavefront size and the initial set up of the thread block configuration is 32 × 1 (64 × 1 for a wavefront) for one-dimension output domain and 8 × 4 (8 × 8 for a wavefront) for two-dimension output domain; (b) if the threads in the same warp/wavefront exhibit spatial locality along the X direction, e.g., an array access with the index A[][][idx], the block dimension on the X direction is set to be at least k, where k is the ratio of the texture cache line size over the size of the datum to be accessed. If the data type is float4 and the texture cache line size is 64 Bytes, the ratio is 4, implying that there are at least 4 threads in a warp/wavefront can reuse a cache line in texture caches; and (c) similarly, if the threads in the same warp/wavefront exhibit spatial locality along the Y direction, e.g., an array access with the index A[][] [idy] ., the block dimension on the Y direction is set to be at least k as well. 3.5.2. Thread Merge. The other approach to enhance data sharing is to merge threads from different thread blocks, which combines several threads' workloads into one, as shown in Figure 9 . Compared to thread-block merge, after these threads are combined into one, they can share not only shared memory, but also the registers in the register file. Furthermore, some control flow statements and address computation can be reused, thereby further reducing the overall instruction count. The limitation is that an increased workload typically requires a higher number of registers, which may reduce the number of active threads that can fit in the hardware. From the discussion, it can be seen that thread merge achieves the effects of loop unrolling. Note that thread merge also combines multiple thread blocks into one but it does not increase the number of threads in each thread block. Thread merge is the same for both the global memory version and the texture memory version.
To illustrate the procedure to merge threads, we show how our compiler combines N neighboring blocks along the Y direction into one. First, the compiler recomputes the thread id information. As we merge threads from two thread blocks along the Y direction, the absolute thread ID along the X direction idx remains the same while the thread ID along the Y direction idy will be changed to idy*N, idy*N+1, idy*N+2. . . , idy*N+(N-1) for the N replicated statements. The thread id information within a thread block remains the same. Second, for the statement that results in data sharing, we need only one copy. Third, for the control flow statement such as loops, we also only need one copy. Fourth, for the remaining statements including data declaration, ALU computation statement and other memory access statements, we replicate them for N times. For the matrix multiplication example in Figure 8 , the array access b[(i+k)][idx] results in the shared data among the thread blocks along the Y direction (as the access address is not dependent on 'idy'). The compiler merges 32 neighboring blocks along the Y direction using thread merge, as shown in Figure 10. 3.5.3. Selection between Thread Merge and Thread-Block Merge. As discussed in Section 3.3, for the global memory version, the code generated by the compiler after memory coalescing has two types of global memory accesses: global to shared memory (G2S) and global to register (G2R). If data sharing among neighboring blocks is due to a G2S access, the compiler prefers thread-block merge to better utilize the shared memory. When data sharing is from a G2R access, the compiler prefers to merge threads from neighboring blocks due to the reuse of registers. If there are many G2R accesses, which lead to data sharing among different thread blocks, the register file is not large enough to hold all of the reused data. In this case, thread block merge is used and shared memory variables are introduced to hold the shared data. In int i = 0; float sum_0 = 0; …… float sum_31 = 0; for (i=0; i<w; i= (i+16) addition, if a block does not have enough threads, thread-block merge instead of thread merge is also used to increase the number of threads in a block even if there is no data sharing.
Given the different sizes of register file and shared memory on different GPUs, the compiler applies different thread (block) merge policies based on their hardware specifications. On GTX 285, the compiler applies thread block merge along the X or Y direction depending on the data sharing pattern (if there exists data sharing along both directions, the Y direction is selected as the memory coalescing step already combine 16 threads along the X direction into one thread block) followed with thread merge along the X or Y direction. With more resources available on GTX 480 or HD5870, the compiler applies thread block merge along both the X and Y directions followed with thread merge along the X and Y directions. If the compiler cannot find the data sharing in one direction, the merge step along this direction is skipped.
For the texture memory version, all data accesses are from memory to registers. So, thread merge is performed first to exploit reuse along neighboring threads. Then, thread block merge adjusts thread block dimensions to leverage texture caches.
Our compiler also assumes that there is enough thread level parallelism, which means there are enough threads to utilize the GPUs. If the input problem size is small, for example, for 16 by 16 matrix multiplication, thread merge doesn't give any benefit because of the lack of insufficient threads. We leave it to the programmers to choose from naive or optimized kernels depending on their input sizes.
Data Prefetching
Data prefetching is a well-known technique to overlap memory access latency with computation for inner thread. The overhead of data prefetching code is the increased register usage due to the temporary variables. Because the GPUs can overlap memory access latency with computation by using thread level parallelism. Even compiler can support data prefetching, it doesn't give much benefit. 
Eliminating Partition Camping
In this step, the compiler reuses the address access patterns obtained for thread/threadblock merge to see whether they lead to partition camping. As neighboring thread blocks along the X direction are likely to be active at the same time, the compiler focuses on the addresses that involve blockIdx.x or bidx in short. Those accesses without involving bidx either access the same line in the same partition (e.g., A[0]) or access the same partition at different times (e.g., A[bidy][0] based on the assumption that thread blocks with different bidy will execute at different times). The following rules are followed by our compiler. Partition Camping Detection. If an array access involves bidx, the compiler checks the address stride between the two accesses from the two neighboring blocks (i.e., one with block id bidx and the other with bidx+1). The compiler detects partition camping if the stride is a multiple of (partition size * number of partitions). For example, for an array access A[idx], it is equivalent to A[bidx*blockDimx+tidx]. The stride between two neighboring blocks is blockDimx, whose value then decides whether there are partition conflicts (i.e., two concurrent accesses to the same partition).
Partition Camping Elimination. If an access results in partition conflicts, depending on how thread blocks are organized, we use two ways to eliminate partition conflicts.
(1) If thread blocks are arranged in one dimension, we add a fixed offset, (the partition width * bidx), to the access and update the loop bounds to accommodate the change. For example, in mv, the output is a vector. So the thread blocks are organized in one dimension.
The accesses A[idx][i] (or the coalesced version A[((idxtidx)+l)][(i+tidx)])
, from neighboring thread blocks result in partition camping if the width of A is a multiple of (partition size * number of partitions), as shown in Figure 11 (a). With the added offset, the access pattern is changed to Figure 11 (b), eliminating partition camping. (2) If thread blocks are organized in two or more dimensions, we apply the diagonal block reordering proposed in [Ruetsch and Micikevicius 2009] , which essentially changes the workload (or tile) that each thread block is assigned to. The diagonal mapping rule is newbidy = bidx and newbidx = (bidx+bidy)%gridDim.x.
DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION

The Number of Threads in a Thread Block
In our compiler algorithm, for the global memory version, the number of threads in a thread block is determined by thread/thread-block merge. To better illustrate how the compiler applies thread (block) merge, we show the pseudo code in Figure 12 . The basic functions at Lines 1 and 2 are thread block merge and thread merge discussed in 1 Procedure thread_block_merge(Kernel kernel, int dim, int number); // merge 'number' thread block into one thread block along 'dim' dimension 2 Procedure thread_merge(Kernel kernel, int dim, int number); // merge 'number' thread into one thread along 'dim' dimension 3 Procedure is_legal(Kernel kernel, int REG_LIMIT, int SM_LIMIT); // the register and shared memory usage of kernel should be less than // REG_LIMT and SM_LIMIT (without local memory or scratch register) 4 Procedure thread_and_thread_block_merge (Kernel kernel, int REG_LIMIT, int SM_LIMIT) { 5 int dimension = DIMENSION_Y; 6 if (kernel has one-dimensional thread block) dimension = DIMENSION_X; 7 merge_number = 16; 8 do { 9 output_kernel = thread_block_merge(kernel, dimension, merge_number); 10 merge_number /= 2; 11 } while (!is_legal(output_kernel, REG_LIMIT/2, SM_LIMIT/2)) 12 kernel = output_kernel; 13 List output_kernels; 14 for (ix = 8; ix >= 1; ix /= 2) { 15
for ( Section 3.5. Line 4 is the main function for choosing the parameters for thread and thread block merge. The code between Line 5 and Line 11 is for thread-block merge. The CUDA programming guide suggests that one SM should have at least 192 active threads to hide the latency of register read-after-write dependencies. Because our compiler tries to use a number of resources (the shared memory due to thread-block merge and the register file due to thread merge) for better memory reuse, it is possible that the code after thread/thread-block merge requires a large amount of shared memory and registers so that one SM can only support a limited number of thread blocks. To balance the thread-level parallelism and memory reuse, our compiler tries to put 256 threads into one thread block (equivalent to merging of 16 blocks as Line 7), if possible. Because after coalesced step, there are already 16 threads along the X dimension, we prefer to perform thread block merge along Y direction as shown in Line 5. However if the thread block has only one dimension, we can only apply thread block merge along X direction (Line 6). The compiler will also verify the resource usage to make sure that each SM/SIMD can run at least two thread blocks (Line 11). The code between Line 12 and Line 20 is for thread merge. The compiler varies the degrees of thread merge (i.e., how many threads to be merged into one) across 8, 4, 2, 1 along the X direction (Line 14) and 8, 4, 2, 1 along the Y direction (Line 15) so as to balance register-based data reuse and thread-level parallelism. As such, the combination of these design parameters creates a design space to explore. As discussed in Section 3.5, merging threads/thread blocks is one way to achieve loop tiling and unrolling. So, exploring such a design space is similar to finding the best tile size and unrolling factors for parallelization and locality enhancement. Due to the nonlinear performance effect of those parameters on GPU performance, the compiler generates multiple versions of code and resorts to an empirical search by test running each version to select the one with the best performance. Although the compiler can generate up to 16 versions, typically many of them will be discarded due to the resource usage check at Line 18. Another way is to use an analytical performance model [Hong and Kim 2009; Baghsorkhi et al. 2010 ] to predict the performance of each version, but this requires higher accuracy than current models. Moreover, based on our experiments, the optimal version may be dependent upon the size of the input arrays, which implies that unless the compiler knows detailed information of the intended inputs, it is almost inevitable that the compiler must run multiple versions of code in order to find the optimal one. Both the NVIDIA and AMD compilers limit the number of registers for single thread. For example, if one thread requires more than 64 32-bits registers, the NVIDIA compiler will only allocate 64 registers per thread and spill data into local memory (which is scratch register in AMD GPUs) so as to guarantee as least 512 threads in GTX 480. The AMD compiler also limits 62 128-bits registers per thread to guarantee 256 threads in HD 5870, unless the programmers specify more registers explicitly [AMD 2011] . Our compiler follows the default configurations of the vendors' compilers to ensure there is enough thread level parallelism for each MP or SIMD. Our compiler parses the register usage from the compilation results of the vendors' compilers and make sure the thread merge would not introduce the local memory or scratch register usage, which is the is legal function at Line 3 of Figure 12 . If our compiler detects the local memory or scratch register over-usage, the compiler will discard such kernels as shown at Line 11 in Figure 12. 
Hardware Specification
GPU hardware is evolving rapidly. Although different generations of GPU hardware may share similar architecture, for instance, NVIDIA GTX 285, GTX 480 and AMD/ATI HD 5870, there are significant variations, e.g., the size of the register files, the size of the shared memory, which may have a strong impact on performance. As a result, an optimized code tuned for one GPU generation may not be optimal for the next. To solve this problem, our compiler generates different versions of optimized code based on different machine descriptions so that they can be deployed on different GPUs. Table I lists the key parameters included in our proposed machine description files. Among them, the compiler applies vectorization based on the value of 'vectorization' parameter for the global memory version. If the vectorization is 2 or 4, it means the preferred vector type is float2 or float4, respectively. The compiler applies memory coalescing detection and code conversion based on CoalescedThread, which is the number of threads in a warp required for coalesced memory accesses. 'ThreadInBlock' defines the maximum thread number of one thread block. When the compiler applies the thread block merge step, the compiler uses ThreadInBlock/4 as an initial number of threads in a thread block. Another important parameter is RegisterInMP, which limits the aggressiveness of thread merge. The compiler chooses the register usage such that at least two thread blocks can be put in one MP. CacheLineSize is used to determine the block dimension for the texture memory version, as discussed in Section 3.5.1. Other parameters are used to check if current optimization step produces valid code. For example, when the compiler applies code conversion for memory coalescing and thread (block) merge, it always checks the shared memory usage with 'SharedMemoryInMP' to ensure that the shared memory usage does not exceed the hardware limitation.
CASE STUDY
Case Study: Matrix Multiplication
Matrix multiplication (mm) is a commonly used algorithm and there has been continuing effort to improve its performance [Nath et al. 2010] . The fine-tuned implementation in NVIDIA CUBLAS 2.2 has a throughput of 382 GFLOPS when computing the product of two 2kx2k matrices on GTX 285 based on the work of [Volkov et al. 2008] . In the latest CUBLAS 3.2, the achieved performance is 713GFLOPS on GTX 480 [Nath et al. 2010] . In this section, we use matrix multiplication as an example to illustrate our compilation process for the global memory version. The naïve kernel, that is, the input to our compiler, is shown in Figure 2 (a). In the kernel, there are two input arrays, a and b, from the global memory. The compiler converts the accesses to array a into coalesced ones, as shown in Figure 6 (a). Based on detected data sharing, the compiler determines that neighboring thread blocks along the X direction can be merged to improve reuse of array a and neighboring thread blocks along the Y direction can be merged to improve memory reuse of array b. As the access to array a is a R2S (read-to-shared memory), the compiler chooses to perform thread-block merge. As the access to array b is R2R (read-to-register), the compiler chooses thread merge as discussed in Section 3.5. The next question is then how many thread blocks should be merged along either direction? As discussed in Section 4, the heuristic is to put at least 128 threads in each thread block and to generate different versions of kernel functions depending on the number of threads/thread blocks to be merged. Figure 13 shows the performance effect on GTX 285 of the number of merged threads/thread blocks in either direction. It can be seen that the optimal performance for different sizes of input matrices is achieved with merging 16 thread blocks along the X direction and 16 threads along the Y direction.
Since GTX 480 has larger shared memory and register file than GTX285, the compiler applies more aggressive thread merge as described in Section 3.5.3. For matrix multiplication, we show the performances of different number of merged threads along the X and Y directions in Figure 14 . The number of merged thread blocks along the X and Y directions is set as 16. For comparison, we also include the version opt 285, which is optimized code for GTX 285. From the figure, we can see that opt 285 has the lowest performance and the version x8 y4 achieves the highest performance for GTX 480. 
Case Study: Matrix-Vector Multiplication
Matrix-vector multiplication (mv) is one of BLAS2 applications. The algorithm has one input matrix, one input vector and one output vector. In this section, we use matrix vector multiplication as an example to illustrate our compilation process for the texture memory version. The naïve implementation as the input of our compiler is shown in the Figure 2(b) . For the texture memory version, the compiler applies vectorization first. In the kernel there are two texture memory inputs a and b. The compiler applies loop-based vectorization to the kernel and the code after vectorization is shown in Figure 15 (a). The compiler then performs thread merge along the X and Y directions to exploit data reuse. Because mv has only one dimension, the compiler tries to merge threads along the X direction to reuse the vector b. Figure 15(b) shows the code after merging two threads along the X direction. Since data reuse is very limited and thread merge may reduce thread-level parallelism, the compiler may also skip this thread step and then apply the partition camping elimination pass. The code after the transformation is shown in Figure 15 (c). Figure 16 reports the performance on HD5870 for the different versions generated during the compilation process.
From Figure 16 , it can be seen that vectorization has the highest performance impact. The thread merge step (either merging two or four threads along the X direction) does not improve performance for mv due to the reduced number of threads. The impact of partition camping elimination depends on the data input sizes and improves the performance by up to 17% (on a 2k × 2k matrix) on HD 5870.
EXPERIMENTS
Experimental Methodology
We implemented the proposed compiler framework in Cetus, a source-to-source compiler infrastructure for C programs [Lee et al. 2003 ]. The CUDA language support in Cetus is ported from MCUDA [Stratton et al. 2008] . We also added the OpenCL language support so that our compiler can optimize naïve kernels written in either CUDA or OpenCL and generate the optimized kernels in either CUDA or OpenCL. The algorithms under study are listed in Table II . All the naïve kernels compute a single element at the position (idx, idy). The numbers of lines of code (LOC) of these naïve kernel functions are included in Table I to illustrate their programming complexity/ simplicity. Among the kernels, #pragma is used in the reduction kernel to convey the information of input vector length and the actual output to the compiler. The purpose to know the actual output is to provide the flexibility to move the unnecessary global 
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GTX480_Global GTX480_Tex memory operations to shared memory operations. For example, if both A and B are defined as global memory arrays in a kernel and the compiler knows the A is the actual output, the compiler can replace memory accesses of B with shared memory accesses. The output of our compiler, that is, the optimized kernel, is compiled by the CUDA compiler, nvcc, or the OpenCL compiler to generate the GPU executable file. In our experiments, we used both NVIDIA GTX 285 and NVIDIA GTX 480 GPUs with CUDA SDK 3.2 and a 64-bit bit red hat enterprise Linux 5.4 operating system. For AMD/ATI HD 5870 GPUs, we used AMD/ATI Stream SDK 2.3 on a 32-bit Windows 7 operating system. Our compiler source code, the naïve kernels, and the optimized kernels are available at . Among the naïve kernels, reduction and strsm need to update the input array. Therefore we cannot take advantage of texture memories for these two benchmarks.
Experimental Results
In our first experiment, we examine the effectiveness of our compiler optimizations. Figure 17 and Figure 18 show the speedups of the optimized global and texture memory kernels over the naïve ones running on GTX 480 and AMD/ATI HD 5870, respectively. For GTX 285, we only show the performance of the optimized global memory kernels in Figure 19 , as the texture support (i.e., texture cache) on GTX 285 is worse than GTX 480 as discussed in Section 2. These figures show that the compiler significantly improves the performance using the proposed optimizations (7.6 times on GTX 285 using global memories, 3.2 times on GTX 480 using global memories, 2.5 times on GTX 480 using texture memories, 4.9 times on HD 5870 using global memories, and 7.2 times on HD 5870 using texture memories on average with the geometric mean).
To better understand the achieved performance, we dissect the effect of each step of our compilation process and the results are shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21 for NVIDIA and AMD/ATI GPUs, respectively. The performance improvement achieved in each step is an average of all applications using the geometric mean. First, let us look at the texture memory version. On both HD 5870 and GTX 480, the vectorization has the highest impact on performance. Besides the benefit of memory bandwidth, the inter thread vectorization is essentially the same as the thread merge optimization by merging the neighboring threads, thereby reducing the significance of the thread merge step. Furthermore, for some benchmarks, the performance of the kernels after vectorization is very close to the theoretical peak performances as these algorithms are bounded by the bandwidth. The partition camping elimination deliver very little benefit. This is expected as the texture caches are well utilized and the impact of memory accesses is not critical. In fact, the step of partition camping elimination may actually incur performance degradation on GTX 480 due to the additional computation for mapping thread ids/thread block ids.
For the global memory version, since only intrathread vectorization is used for GTX 480 and GTX 285, this step has no effect on most of the kernels under study. In contrast, HD 5870 benefits significantly from vectorization, because HD 5870 has better support for float2 and float4 than float. We ignore the results of memory coalescing for HD 5870. The reason is that after the memory coalescing step, a thread block has only 16 threads while one wavefront on HD 5870 has 64 threads. Such a small number of threads in a thread block results in severe resource underutilization and cannot show the actual impact of memory coalescing on HD5870. From the Figure 20 (a), we can see that coalesced memory accesses are important for GTX 285, but not as much for GTX 480. The reason is due to the L1 data caches on GTX 480. The partition camping elimination has large impact on HD 5870 and GTX 285, but small impact on GTX 480. The reason is due to the input data sizes used in our experiments. For example, there is significant partition camping on HD 5870/GTX285 GPUs when transposing a 4k × 4k matrix as they have 8 partitions. For the same input on GTX 480 which has 6 partitions, the accesses become more evenly distributed and eliminating partition camping has little effect. When transposing a 3k × 3k matrix on GTX 480, however, eliminating partition camping results in a 29% performance improvement. We did not include prefetching results, because prefetching shows little impacts ]. The reason is that after thread/thread-block merge, the kernel consumes many registers. When allocating registers for prefetch, either the degree of thread merge must be reduced or the off-chip local memory may have to be used, resulting in degraded performance. Therefore, when registers are used up before prefetching, the prefetching step is skipped by our compiler.
Among the algorithms in Table II , six are implemented in the CUDA CUBLAS library. In the next experiment, we compare our optimized kernel with the highly tuned CUBLAS v3.2 on GTX 285 and GTX 480. Figure 22 and Figure 23 show the performance comparison of the algorithms with different input sizes on GTX 285 and GTX 480, respectively. From Figure 23 (a), we can see that the global memory version kernel optimized by our compiler achieves consistently better performance than CUBLAS 3.2 for transpose matrix vector multiplication (tmv), matrix vector multiplication (mv), vector vector multiplication (vv), and matrix equation solver (strsm) for different input sizes on GTX 480. For matrix multiplication (mm) and reduction (rd), the performance of our optimized code is very close to CUBLAS 3.2 on GTX 480. On average (based on the geometric mean), our performance improvement of global memory version over CUBLAS varies from 17.5% to 41.4% for different input sizes on GTX 480 and varies from 7% to 17% on GTX 285. Since the shared memory and L1 caches have better bandwidth than texture caches on GTX 480, the optimized texture memory version typically cannot compete with our optimized global memory version on GTX480. One exception is matrix vector multiplication, in which the shared memory is utilized to meet memory coalescing requirement in the global memory version. However, since there is no data reuse among different threads in this application, the texture cache turns out to be a more efficient way to achieve high bandwidth than coalesced memory accesses using the shared memory. In addition, the shared memory usage limits the number threads of each SM, which also limits the performance. Our texture memory version for vector-vector multiplication also outperforms CUBLAS v3.2 on GTX 480 but it is not as good as our optimized global memory version. Customized matrix multiplication kernels for both the texture and global memory are provided in the AMD/ATI Stream SDK for AMD/ATI GPUs. We compare the performance of our optimized versions to the AMD/ATI Stream SDK on HD5870, as shown in Figure 24 . From the figure, we can see our optimized texture memory version 'Optimized tex' achieves very similar performance of the AMD/ATI Stream SDK texture memory version 'Sdk Tex' and our optimized global memory version 'Optimized global' outperforms the AMD/ATI Stream SDK global memory version 'Sdk Global' for all the sizes. Between the texture and global memory versions, the texture memory versions achieve much higher performance than the global memory ones on HD5870 for matrix multiplication. Figure 25 presents the performances of the BLAS2 benchmarks on HD 5870. Among the benchmarks, matrix-vector multiplication (mv) suits better with the texture cache, similar to our discussion of mv on GTX480. For transpose-matrix-vector multiplication, the texture memory version is better than the global memory version when the data size is large. On the other hand, vector-vector multiplication favors the global memory version when the data size is small. Overall, we can see that the texture memory/cache can be a very effective way to eliminate the memory coalescing issue and provide data reuse across threads/warps. It is application and device dependent to choose between the global memory and the texture memory for higher performance.
To study the effect of (intrathread) data vectorization for the global memory version on NVIDIA GPUs, we chose the reduction (rd) algorithm since rd is the only algorithm in our study that has a corresponding version for complex numbers (CublasScasum) in CUBLAS. We changed the naïve kernel of rd to process complex numbers by using two float-type variables to read the real (A[2*idx]) and imaginary (A[2*idx+1]) parts of a complex number instead of a single float2 variable. Then, we optimized this naïve kernel with and without the data vectorization step. For different input sizes, we compared the performance of the two optimized kernels (labeled 'optimized wo vec' and 'optimized', respectively) and the results are show in Figure 26 . From Figure 26 , we can see that data vectorization significantly improves the performance. One reason is the improved memory bandwidth due to the use of float2 data types as discussed in Section 2. Another reason is the side effect of memory coalescing. Without data vectorization, the compiler recognized that the array accesses to both real and imaginary parts (A[2*idx] and A[2*idx+1]) are not coalesced. So, it uses shared memory as temporary storage to generate coalesced memory accesses as discussed in Section 3.3. In comparison, the accesses in the kernel after data vectorization, A[idx], is coalesced. As a result, the data are directly loaded into registers for computation. Although the compiler uses the shared memory to improve memory reuse for both vectorized and un-vectorized versions, there are more shared memory accesses in the un-vectorized kernel optimized wo vec due to code transformation for coalescing. These extra shared memory accesses contribute to the performance differences between the optimized wo vec and optimized kernels.
Among all the kernels, transpose (tp) and matrix-vector multiplications (mv) exhibit the partition camping problem. Ruetsch and Micikevicius [2009] 
Matrix Transpose on HD5870
OpƟ_pc_Global OpƟmized_Global OpƟ_pc_Tex OpƟmized_Tex Fig. 28 . Performance of matrix transpose using the optimized kernel for the global memory without partition camping elimination (labeled Opti PC global), the optimized kernel for the global memory (labeled optimized global), the optimized kernel for the texture memory without partition camping elimination (labeled Opti PC tex), the optimized kernel for the texture memory (labeled 'optimized tex') on HD 5870.
block reordering to address the issue with transpose and their implementation is included in the latest CUDA SDK. In Figure 27 , we compare the performance of our optimized kernel (labeled 'optimized') with theirs (labeled 'SDK new') for tp on both GTX 285 and GTX 480 and we also include the previous CUDA SDK version for reference (labeled 'SDK pre'). Since tp does not have any floating point operations, the effective bandwidth is used. From Figure 27 , it can be seen that although our compiler uses the same approach to eliminate partition camping, the remaining optimizations taken by our compiler result in better performance than the version in the latest SDK on both GTX 285 and GTX 480. Because GTX 480 has 6 partitions, the optimized version with partition camping elimination only outperforms the version without partition camping elimination when the input size is 3k by 3k. We also observed similar performance impacts of partition camping on tp running on HD 5870, as shown in Figure 28 , since HD5870 has 8 partitions. Note that, due to the texture cache, partition camping has much smaller impact than the global memory version. In mv, the thread blocks are in one dimension. Therefore, diagonal block reordering cannot be applied. Our compiler uses the address offset approach described in Section 3.7 and the results are shown in Figure 29 , Figure 30 and Figure 31 for GTX 285, GTX 480, and HD5870, respectively. It can be seen that for certain input sizes, even without partition camping elimination, our optimized kernel (labeled Opti PC) already achieves better performance than CUBLAS and eliminating partition camping (labeled optimized) further improves the performance. Similar to transpose, the eliminating partition camping has biggest impact on GTX 480 when the input size is 3k by 3k. On HD 5870 and GTX 285, as both GPUs have 8 partitions, eliminating partition camping has high performance impact due to the input data sizes being a multiple of 2kB (partition size of 256B × 8 partitions). In summary, our experimental results show that our optimizing compiler generates very high quality code for different GPGPU architectures and often achieves superior performance even compared to the manually optimized code in CUDA CUBLAS, CUDA SDK and AMD/ATI Stream SDK.
LIMITATIONS
Although the proposed compiler can dramatically improve the performance over naïve kernel functions, the fundamental limitation is that it cannot change the algorithm structure. Instead, our compiler can be used to facilitate algorithm-level exploration. The reasons are twofold. First, developers can leverage our aggressive compiler optimizations so that they do not need to optimize their implementations of each candidate algorithm. Second, the relatively good understandability of our optimized code may give a hint of what algorithms are better suited. Our compiler provides the generated code from each compilation step and it is relatively easy to understand what/how code transformations have been performed. Based on such understanding, a programmer may revise her naïve code for higher performance. Taking 1D fast Fourier transform (FFT) as an example, when the naïve kernel (50 lines of code) simply uses 2-point FFT in each step of the Cooley-Tukey algorithm [Cooley and Tukey 1965] , the throughput is 24 GLOPS for computing the FFT of 220 complex numbers on GTX 285. Our compiler optimizes the naïve kernel by merging threads and the resulting kernel computes 8-point FFT in each step, which delivers a throughput of 41 GFLOPS, significantly better than CUFFT 2.2 (26GFLOPS). The compiler generated 8-point FFT version, however, is not as good as a naïve implementation of 8-point FFT (113 lines of code with a throughput of 44 GFLOPS). The reason is that the compiler generated version uses multiple 2-point FFT calculations for an 8-point FFT. On the other hand, as our compiler generated code is reasonably understandable, it serves as a good guideline for algorithm exploration: changing the naïve kernel from 2-point FFT to 8-point FFT, for which the compiler can further optimize the performance to achieve 59 GFLOPS. More elaborate algorithm-level development by Govindaraju et. al. [2008] as well as the one used in CUFFT2.3 achieves even higher performance (89 GFLOPS), indicating that our compiler facilitates but cannot replace intelligent algorithm-level exploration. Finally, in the present stage, our compiler assumes that the workload of each thread is similar and cannot handle the program very well if the workload can vary significantly due to control flow in different threads (i.e., index dependent workloads). One possible solution is a work item queue to balance the workload of each thread, which can be treated as another type of thread merge. We leave it as our future work.
RELATED WORK
CUDA [NVIDIA 2010 ] provides a relatively simple programming model to application developers. However, many hardware details are exposed since it is critical to utilize the hardware resources efficiently in order to achieve high performance. Given the nonlinear optimization space, optimizing GPGPU programs has been shown to be highly challenging [Ryoo et al. 2008a ]. To relieve this task from developers, there has been some recent work on compiler support for GPGPU optimization. Ryoo et al. [2008b] defined performance metrics to prune the optimization spaces. G-ADAPT [Liu et al. 2009 ] is a compiler framework to search and predict the best configuration for different input sizes for GPGPU programs. Compared to our proposed approach, this compiler takes the optimized code and aims to adapt the code to different input sizes, while ours optimizes the naïve kernel functions.
One closely related work to ours is the optimizing compiler framework for affine loops by Baskaran et al. [2008] . Their compiler uses a polyhedral model to empirically search for best loop transformation parameters, including the loop tiling sizes and unrolling factors. It is reported that their compiler achieves similar performance to CUBLAS1.0 for matrix multiplication and better performance for other kernels. In comparison, our proposed compiler also uses empirical search to determine the best parameters to merge threads/thread blocks. The difference is that we propose a novel way to achieve the effect of loop tiling and loop unrolling. In our proposed approach, we start from the finest-grain work item and aggregate work items together to exploit data reuse through registers and share memory. This approach fits particularly well with GPGPU programming models where work items are typically defined in a 2D/3D grid and aggregating work items usually bears a clear physical meaning in terms of the workload of each thread and each thread block. In addition, we propose explicit rules to check memory coalescing and approaches to convert noncoalesced accesses into coalesced ones. For the applications that we studied, including matrix multiplication, our compiler achieves much better performance (superior or close to CUBLAS 3.2, which is significantly improved over CUBLAS 2.2 and CUBLAS 1.0). In addition, the loop transformed code generated based on polyhedral models is often quite complex [Pouchet et al. 2007 ] while our optimized code has relatively good understandability.
Our compiler shares a common goal with CUDA-lite [Ueng et al. 2008] : the user provides a kernel function which only uses the global memory and the compiler optimizes its memory usage. In CUDA lite, the compiler uses the programmer provided annotation to improve memory coalescing. It also performs loop tiling to utilize shared memory. In comparison, our compiler does not require user annotation. More importantly, not only does our compiler improve memory coalescing but also effectively achieves data sharing with the proposed thread/thread-block merge techniques. In addition, our compiler distinguishes memory reads based on their target, the register or the shared memory, to make best use of either type of resource for data reuse.
One interesting way to automatically generate GPGPU programs is to translate OpenMP programs to CUDA programs [Lee et al. 2009] . Our proposed compiler is complementary to this work as it can be used to further optimize the CUDA kernel functions generated from OpenMP programs.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we present a compiler framework to optimize GPGPU programs. The key idea is to present a simplified GPU hardware abstraction model to application developers so that they can focus on extracting fine-grain data-level parallelism from their applications rather than working on detailed performance optimizations. The extracted fine-grain data-level parallelism is captured as the naïve kernel input to our compiler. We propose a set of novel compiler techniques to improve GPU memory usage and distribute workload in threads and thread blocks. Our compiler generates two optimized kernels, one for global memories and the other for texture memories. Our experimental results show that the optimized code achieves very high performance, often superior to manually optimized programs.
